DEFEND WHAT YOU CREATE

Dr.Web Anti-virus Premium subscriptionbased software for BUSINESS
Efficient and reliable protection
For personal computers and laptops, and
workstations, including virtual machines
For file and mail servers, including virtual servers
For Internet gateways
For Android mobile devices

for office and remote work

Windows

macOS

Linux

UNIX

protection for Android is our gift to you
(per number of protected PCs)

Convenient and advantageous
Renew automatically, suspend, connect, and disconnect — whenever you like, with one click!
A 30-day test period — try it!
Subscribe for 1,65 € per month!
Quantity discounts!

Dr.Web Anti-virus Premium is a cross-platform solution that protects half a million computers and servers
running Windows, Linux, and macOS, as well as Android devices, worldwide. An anti-virus subscription
allows a system administrator, a security department employee or an outsourcing IT company to quickly
monitor the status of the anti-virus protection of any number of objects, regardless of their location and
mechanism for accessing the Internet, and, if necessary, flexibly configure the protection parameters.
An anti-virus subscription will allow you to easily organise protection for your workplaces, servers and mobile
devices, without any extra expenses. It will become the best choice when you lack a separate information
security department or a full-time system administrator.
A subscription’s main advantages are its simplicity and flexibility. You pay to protect only those devices
involved in your business processes; you can adjust the number of subscriptions you have at any time,
increasing or decreasing them to fit your situation.

Protection components
Due to restrictions imposed by operating systems, the number of protection components differs for different
protected platforms.

*

Anti-virus

Prevents viruses and malware from accessing a protected system and
will cure any viruses that have already penetrated it.

HTTP monitor SpIDer Gate

Scans webpages in real time, blocks access to phishing sites, and
blocks access to non-recommended and potentially dangerous sites.

Anti-spam*

Detects spam and other unsolicited messages in any language, with next
to zero false positives.

Office Control*

Restricts users access to unwanted sites according to different
categories, whitelists, and blacklists.

Firewall**

An impenetrable barrier to hackers attempting to break into a computer.

Exploit Prevention***

Protects against malicious objects that take advantage of software flaws
in popular applications.

Ransomware Protection***

Trojan-encoder protection based on behavioural rules for such
programs.

Data Loss Prevention

Continuously protects files in user-selected folders from unauthorised
tampering or deletion (disabled by default).

Privacy Control***

Blocks a device’s camera and microphone to prevent unauthorised
audio and video recordings.

Removable Device Access
Control

Blocks access to removable media: flash-drives and any other USB
device, including webcams, cameras, and portable media players. The
“restrict access” feature protects information located on removable
data-storage devices and in files and directories from unauthorised
access, theft, and deletion.

Dr.Web Cloud***

Checks URLs on Doctor Web's server in real time.

Preventive Protection ***

Protection against the latest active threats, targeted attacks and
attempts by Trojans and exploits to penetrate a system via zero-day and
other vulnerabilities.

Anti-virus Network

Provides protection management for all family computers.

Anti-spam, Office Control and Privacy Control are not available when a subscription is used for macOS.

** Firewall is not available when a subscription is used for Linux.
*** Exploit Prevention, Ransomware Protection, Removable Device Access Control, Preventive Protection, and Anti-virus Network are not available
when a subscription is used for macOS and Linux.

Protection for network computers
Not only user computers, but also local area network (LAN) servers, can be protected.

OFFICE
CONTROL

Centralised access restrictions
for unwanted sites that fall into
certain categories (shopping and
social networking sites, etc.).
Also, blacklists and whitelists can
be used.

PROTECTION

A CUSTOMER CAN SUSPEND

WITHOUT USING

ANY SUBSCRIPTION

YOUR HARDWARE

FOR ANY PERIOD*

No need to use your own computing
power to deploy centralised
network administration, which
means that server hardware and
software costs go down.

The ability to disable Dr.Web for
a computer that is not in use and
enable it again when it is needed.
The days saved by disconnecting
your subscription add up to weeks
and even months!

The module makes it possible
to manage employee use of
removable data storage devices
(e.g., flash drives, USB devices),
network devices, and individual
files and directories.

* Depending on the supplier’s
policies.

All this for as little as 1,65 € per month!
SPAM AND PHISHING

COMPREHENSIVE

THE BEST ADMIN IS THE

WILL NOT CLOSE

PROTECTION AGAINST

SUBSCRIPTION-BASED

YOUR BUSINESS DOWN

CYBER THREATS

DR.WEB ANTI-VIRUS!

Your employees won’t open email
messages containing encryption
ransomware—it simply won’t get
into their mailboxes because it will
be filtered out by Dr.Web Antispam.

Keeps
personal
computers,
workstations and servers protected
from the latest active threats.

The ability to transfer anti-virus
network administration to the
subscription supplier, and as a
result —save resources through
outsourcing.

TRY IT!
Business users are provided with a 30-day trial subscription to Dr.Web Premium.

DR.WEB LIGHT AGENT
In addition to comprehensive protection against all types of Internet threats, subscribers have a new tool to
economise their system (and, thus, financial) resources during anti-virus scanning—the light agent mode for
virtual environments!
The light agent allows the protection for virtual machines located on the same physical server to be optimised due
to some functions getting transferred to a separate service virtual machine.

Protect your employees’ mobile devices
No additional charge!
Your employees use mobile devices!
Mobile gadgets are miniature computers, and they and
their owners are exposed to the same threats as a PC:
hacking, malicious sites, dangerous spam, etc. That
means they need reliable anti-virus protection.

Threats from employee mobile
devices will not penetrate
a corporate network!
Thanks to the active protection components, trojans
and other malicious objects will not be able to spread
over the network and infect other devices.

If you’ve already taken out a Dr.Web Premium subscription—just download the Dr.Web anti-virus
to your Android devices.

Protection components

*

Anti-virus

Continuous malware protection and instant curing of infections.

Office Control

Prevents users from accessing certain applications on a device and
does not allow them to change the settings of Dr.Web components.

Firewall

Monitors application network activity and protects sensitive
information from being leaked over a network.

Anti-theft

Helps locate a mobile device if it has been lost or stolen, and, if
necessary, wipes confidential information from it remotely.

Call and SMS Filter*

Shields against unwanted calls, SMS messages and spam.

URL filter

Protection that keeps vulnerabilities in installed software from
being exploited.

The Security Auditor

Inspects mobile devices for security issues and offers suggestions
on how to resolve any problems or vulnerabilities that are found.

The Call and SMS Filter is also available on devices with 2 SIM cards. These components cannot be used on a tablet PC without
a SIM card.

Subscribe to Dr.Web Anti-virus and get discounts
For the number of protected objects
Such discounts only exist for business customers and depend on the number of subscriptions in use
simultaneously.

Discounts range from 18%-45% regardless of subscription length.
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